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Distributed Interactive Simulation 
DIS is a well-understood binary IEEE standard for exchanging 
information in military simulations. Binary format Protocol 
Data Units (PDUs) are exchanged in order to update positions 
of entities in 3D virtual worlds. 
But the binary format data in PDUs is not well suited for working 
with other tools. You must write custom code to extract the 
data from the binary format in order to access, search or 
transform the data.  
The binary data format makes it an island cut off from other 
tools. You can’t use raw DIS data in another program without 
extensive, custom processing of the data in accordance with 
the IEEE spec. 
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Don’t Make DIS an Island! 
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Programming Objects 
An obvious way around this is to write programming language objects that 
wrap the binary format DIS PDUs. For example, a Entity State PDU could 
have a corresponding Java class with get and set methods for all the fields 
in the ESPDU. 
Many people have done this in both commercial and free implementations 
BUT 
This is often unwieldy. For example, suppose we want to save DIS data in a 
relational database. We would need to translate the IEEE binary format to a 
Java object, then write the information in the Java object to a relational 
database. Searching archived binary PDUs can likewise be programming-
intensive. 
We have traded one island (IEEE DIS binary format) for another, larger, 
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XML 
What we need is a format for representing the information in DIS 
PDUs that is understood by nearly everyone.  
That format is XML. 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 
<DIS> 
    <EntityStatePdu capabilities="0" entityAppearance="0"  
                    forceID="0" numberOfArticulationParameters="0"> 
        <PduHeader pduType="1" protocolFamily="1" timestamp="0"/> 
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XML Benefits 
XML is widely accepted as a standard format for representing 
data. Most modern tools, databases, and programming 
languages can process XML, it is human-readable, and is a 
stable archive format. 
Many tools and utilities can work with it, including: 
•  XQuery, the XML Query Language 
•  XMPP, the IETF instant messaging/chat standard 
•  Databases, including Oracle, MS-SQL, Xindice, etc. 
•  Web Services 
But we also still need IEEE-standard PDUs and programming 
language objects 
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Implementation 
An XML schema is an XML document that describes the contents and 
structure of other XML documents.  
NPS has written an XML schema for DIS (IEEE 1278.1a-1998).  
With the schema in hand, we used Sun’s Java API for XML Binding (JAXB) 
to generate Java programming language objects. These objects know how 
to marshal and unmarshal themselves from XML, something JAXB 
provides for “free”. 
However, we also need code that marshals Java objects to the IEEE-1278 
binary format. We have written that code for about 15 of the most 
commonly used PDUs. 
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The Java objects generated can marshal the information that they  
contain to either XML or the binary IEEE format. This allows backward 
compatibility with the many existing DIS applications, objects for ease of  
programming, and XML for data versatility. 
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Performance 
Performance is not that bad, pretty typical for Java. Less 
garbage collection than the older dis-java protocol 
implementation. 
Interestingly, you can get good performance using 
messages entirely in XML. The XMPP bridge can 
process up to several hundred XML-format DIS 
packets per second, and can use server-to-server 
communications to bridge across wide area networks 
through firewalls 
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Availability 
We welcome other contributors. We would like to 
establish a SISO standard for representing DIS in 
XML format.  
The our code is open sourced under the BSD license 
and can be downloaded from 
 
 http://sourceforge.net/projects/xmsf 
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Uses: X3D 
We have used the DIS-XML code in a number of projects. A quick 
demonstration application is available with the distribution that uses an 
embedded X3D panel. The object is updated via IEEE DIS PDUs. 
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Uses: XMPP Bridge 
The Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) is an IETF standard 
for instant messaging. The protocol is XML-based; the headers and 
contents of the messages are described in XML. We used DIS-XML, an 
XMPP messaging server, and a Java XMPP protocol library to send DIS 
messages across a multi-user chat channel. This allows the XMPP server to 
act as a low-volume DIS bridge across networks that do not implement 
multicast. Performance can be in the low hundreds of packets per second. 
XMPP/Chat Server; PDUs in XML format 
Network A 
Network B 
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Event Handlers 










XML Communications Bus (DIS-XML Schema and DIS Java) 
Common High 
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Uses: AUV Workbench 
AUV Workbench is a system for visualizing the behavior of autonomous 
underwater and air vehicles. It uses X3D for the 3D visualization, and uses 
DIS PDUs to update them. We have made the default DIS library for AUV 
Workbench DIS-XML 
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Future Work 
We would like to establish a standard for representing DIS in XML format 
This should greatly enhance the usability. We need and want more sets of 
eyes on the XML schema we have created for DIS. 
Implement the rest of the PDUs 
Write code for DIS enumerations. Maybe convert enumerations database to 
XML, then use XML transformations to write the Java/C++ code? JDK1.4/
JDK1.5 issues. 
Emerging standards: W3C Efficient XML Interchange (EXI) 
C++ implementation? The portion to standardize is the XML, not the API for 
the programming language objects. 
Entirely XML-based messages? 10% of a 4 GHz machine (or one core of a 
multi-core CPU) should be able to parse several hundred 10KB messages 
per second 
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The portions in red must be	

manually implemented; we 	

Have already written the XML	

schema for DIS and some	

of the marshalling code. 	

The rest is “free”	

